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The Four Provincial Commands under the Commissioner are:
• Corporate Services – Provincial Commander Mary Silverthorn
• Traffic Safety and Operational Support – Deputy Commissioner Rose DiMarco
• Investigations and Organized Crime – Deputy Commissioner Charles (Chuck)
Cox
• Field Operations – Deputy Commissioner Chris Harkins
Each of these are commanded by a Provincial Commander and are largely comprised
of varied and distinct policing units/functions.
The Commissioner & the four Provincial Commanders comprise the OPP
Commissioner’s Command Team.

1.1 OPP Front-line focus and primary areas of responsibility
From a front-line policing perspective, OPP Detachments are led by Detachment
Commanders and fall within Regions (North West, North East, West, Central, East), or
the Highway Safety Division.
A Detachment Commander is accountable to a Regional/Divisional Command Team
within the OPP structure, as well as accountable to the community through reports to
local police services board. A Detachment Commander is responsible for providing
leadership to detachment personnel to ensure excellence, professionalism, and carriage
of the OPP Values in the delivery of policing services through a staff complement of
detachment and regional specialists.
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1

1.1.1. Ottawa Detachment
The City of Ottawa is the fourth largest City in Canada with an area of 2,760 square
kilometers. The Ottawa Detachment is located adjacent to Highway 417 at Eagleson
Road and March Road, in the City of Ottawa.

1

OPP00004575: OPP - Regions and Detachments
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2

The Detachment’s policing responsibilities include traffic safety on the provincial
highways running throughout the City of Ottawa as well as providing policing duties to
Fitzroy Provincial Park. In total, the detachment is responsible for 275 kilometers of
highway within the City of Ottawa. The Ottawa Police Service is the Police Service of
jurisdiction for the City of Ottawa.
The OPP Ottawa Detachment works collaboratively with community partners to develop
co-response models that focus on prevention, harm reduction and risk intervention in
conjunction with its core responsibility for traffic and highways.
As its core and primary function, Ottawa Detachment remains committed to traffic safety,
focusing on eliminating driver behaviors responsible for injuries and deaths. The
Detachment targets aggressive driving, inattentive driving, impaired driving and the lack
of occupant restraints as they remain the “Big Four” causal factors of tragedies on our
roadways. They also regularly participate in the following enforcement initiatives:
Distracted Driving Campaigns, Seatbelt Campaigns, Canada Road Safety Week,
Operation Corridor, Operation Impact, Long holiday weekend initiatives and Festive
Reduce Impaired Driving Everywhere (RIDE).
1.1.2. East Region Headquarters
The Ottawa Detachment is one of 16 Detachments that fall within the East Region
catchment area and report directly to OPP East Region Headquarters.
East Region encompasses a diverse territory, from Algonquin Park, with trails and
waterways including, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
2

OPP00004576: Ottawa Jurisdiction
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(UNESCO) designated World Heritage Rideau Canal, to the heavy traffic surrounding the
Nation's capital. This Region includes three international border crossings with the United
States, numerous inter-provincial border crossings with Quebec, and a vast shoreline
along Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River.
One of North America’s busiest transportation routes, Highway 401, runs the entire width
of the Region. Highway 401 presents policing challenges not only in traffic safety and
enforcement, but also in the area of investigation and enforcement of criminal offences.

3

The OPP may receive requests to provide assistance from other police services in East
Region or elsewhere in Ontario. Requests that come into a Detachment within East
Region are conveyed up to the Regional Headquarters to ensure the strategic
coordination and the efficient/effective utilization of finite regional resources.
If the scope, size and/or duration of the requested resources is beyond the ability of the
Region to provide, that request is forwarded to OPP Field Support Bureau for provincial
level coordination.
Formal requests for police assistance are typically made directly to the OPP
Commissioner from a Police Chief.

3
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1.1.2.1. Field Operations Command
All OPP Regions report directly to Chris Harkins, Deputy Commissioner, Field
Operations Command
1.1.3. Field Support Bureau
If a provincial level coordination is required, Field Support Bureau through the OPP
General Headquarters Emergency Operations Centre (“EOC”) implements an OPP
member and resource mobilization strategy in support of the requesting Regional
Headquarters. This strategy draws on the entirety of the OPP from all Regions,
Bureaus and Teams to fulfill the operational need.
All effort is made at this level to prioritize resources from the provincial perspective,
mindful of the requirement to maintain adequate and effective policing in over 320 local
municipalities, as well as to provide appropriate resources to other events, operations
and other competing resource priorities. The Bureau’s role includes ensuring that
ensure that the OPP’s finite resources are applied strategically and effectively, and in a
manner that prioritizes the lives and safety of all Ontarians.
If required, the EOC can also liaise with and coordinate resourcing/staffing from other
police services, as required.
1.1.3.1. Incident Command
OPP Field Support Bureau is also responsible for the OPP Incident Command Program
outlined in section 1.5 below.
1.1.4. Traffic Safety Division
The OPPs Highway Safety Division is responsible for traffic enforcement, patrolling
highways, responding to calls for service and traffic initiatives. The OPP is responsible
for investigating motor vehicle collisions, including complex, serious and fatal injury
collisions. The OPP is responsible for highways even where parts of those highways may
fall within the boundaries of municipal police service jurisdictions.
1.1.4.1. Traffic Safety and Operational Support Command
Commander, Field Support Bureau and Commander, Highway Safety Division, both
report directly to Deputy Commissioner Rose DiMarco, Traffic Safety and Operational
Support.
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1.2. OPP – Policing Responsibility under the Police Services Act
In accordance with the Police Services Act (RSO 1990, c. P.15): Responsibilities of the
OPP.
19 (1) The Ontario Provincial Police have the following responsibilities:
1. Providing police services in respect of the parts of Ontario that do not have
municipal police forces other than municipal law enforcement officers.
2. Providing police services in respect of all navigable bodies and courses of water
in Ontario, except those that lie within municipalities designated by the Solicitor
General.
3. Maintaining a traffic patrol on the King’s Highway, except the parts designated by
the Solicitor General.
4. Maintaining a traffic patrol on the connecting links within the meaning of section
21 of the Public Transportation and Highway Improvement Act that are
designated by the Solicitor General.
5. Maintaining investigative services to assist municipal police forces on the Solicitor
General’s direction or at the Crown Attorney’s request. R.S.O. 1990, c. P.15,
s. 19 (1); 1997, c. 8, s. 14 (1).
As set out in the Police Services Act, municipalities can choose a municipal police
service or the OPP to provide policing services to their community. Section 4 of that Act
requires that municipalities provide adequate and effective police services in
accordance with its needs.
Adequate and effective police services must include, at a minimum, all of the following
police services:
•
•
•
•
•

crime prevention
law enforcement
assistance to victims of crime
public order maintenance
emergency response 1997, c. 8, s. 3.

Standards for all Ontario Police Services are further defined within O. Reg. 3/99:
Adequacy and Effectiveness of Police Services under the Police Services Act.
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1.3. Mobilization & Engagement Model of Community Policing
The OPP follows Ontario’s Mobilization & Engagement Model of Community Policing,
which helps to ensure that front-line police officers and community partners have the
skills and tactics for effective community policing. 4
The Mobilization and Engagement Model and the Diagram are at APPENDIX A.
1.4. Incident Command
The responsibility for Major Incident Command falls within Field Support Bureau (FSB),
which is responsible for specialized major incident command services provided at the
regional level via a trained Incident Commander who manages the planning, response
and recovery aspects of a major incident.
The goal of major incident command is to successfully conclude a major incident
through the overall command/control and efficient management of resources and
services, either alone or in concert with other emergency management agencies, e.g.
fire, ambulance and other police agencies, thereby minimizing/eliminating loss of life,
injury to any person or damage to property, providing support to victims and, where
applicable, support the investigation and prosecution of individuals where a crime has
occurred.
To be effective, an Incident Commander must have autonomy to carry out his or her
duties in accordance with best practices within the context of the incident as it evolves.
Senior Command provides a clear and concise expression of the task, purpose,
limitations, conditions and expected conclusion of operations. The Incident Commander,
through training and experience and with the collaboration of his or her team, is
responsible for developing a responsive strategy and implementing an appropriate plan.
A major incident is an occurrence that, by circumstance, requires the mobilization of
OPP employees, equipment and other resources beyond those required for normal
police service delivery, e.g. airplane crash.
There are three types of Major Incident Command in the OPP:
•
•
•

Incident Command (IC)
Critical Incident Command (CIC)
Major Critical Incident Command (MCIC)

OPP00004574: Mobilization and Engagement Models
OPP00004573: Mobilization and Engagement Models Diagram

4
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1.4.1. Policies
Policies for all levels of Incident Command are defined in section 5 of Ontario Provincial
Police Orders, set out in APPENDIX B. 5
Incident Commander
A uniform member shall possess the following qualifications before performing incident
commander duties:
•
•
•

have a minimum rank of Sergeant
attended and successfully completed the OPP Incident Command course
maintain required mandatory annual maintenance training

An incident commander shall be conversant with the Incident Command Standard
Operational Procedure Manual.
An incident commander shall:
•
•
•

take command/control of the major incident
retain command/control until the situation is resolved/relieved
if the incident is a critical incident:
o remain at the scene until arrival/handover to a critical incident commander
o update the critical incident commander on any actions/developments
o if requested, be a resource to the critical incident commander for local
information on circumstances that may have a bearing on the outcome
and provide advice on best course of action
o any other relevant duty as required

Critical Incident Commander
A uniform member shall possess the following qualifications before performing critical
incident commander duties:
•
•
•
•

5

have a minimum rank of Staff Sergeant
attended and successfully completed the OPP critical incident commander
course
be recommended by their bureau/regional commander
maintain required mandatory annual maintenance training

OPP00004568: OPP Orders - Chapter 5 Major Incident Command
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•

be designated as a critical incident commander by the Commander, Field
Support Bureau

A critical incident commander shall:
•
•

be conversant with the Incident Command Standard Operational Procedure
Manual
comply with procedures/instructions contained therein

The critical incident commander shall:
•
•
•

•

•
•

take command/control of a critical incident
activate Emergency Response Team (ERT) / Tactics and Rescue Unit (TRU)
simultaneously
be responsible for all actions taken during the incident by deployed personnel,
including, but not limited to:
o scribe
o crisis negotiator(s) (CN)
o investigators
o technical support
o other perimeter uniform members
o communications advisor
o logistics member(s)
o Forensic Identification Services (FIS)
o Community Safety Officer (CSO)
o Provincial Liaison Team
if the incident relates to a major crime and requires Criminal Investigation
Services, Investigation & Support Bureau (ISB) will transfer investigation
responsibility to the assigned Criminal Investigation Services
authorize all tactics used by emergency response personnel, including the use of
explosive forced entry by the Tactics and Rescue Unit
where there is a hostage taking/barricaded person(s), activate the services of the
Crisis Negotiations regional team through the Crisis Negotiations regional coordinator

Major Critical Incident Commander
A major critical incident commander shall:
•

be a trained and active critical incident commander
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•
•

be designated as a critical incident commander by the Commander, Field
Support Bureau
provide expertise in managing and resolving occupations, protests and high-risk
incidents occurring on First Nation Territories or involving an Indigenous
community member

Shall be responsible for commanding:
•
•

•

non-conventional tactical responses (e.g. acts of terrorism, mass shootings and
bombings)
OPP resources in multi-agency responses involving other police tactical/hostagerescue units and Canadian Special Operations Forces Command
(CANSOFCOM); and
lengthy, complex, or high-profile major incidents including:
o naturally occurring or man-made disasters (e.g. tornados, train
derailments)
o Chemical, Biological, Nuclear and Explosive events
o Urban Search and Rescue events
o large searches
o acts of terrorism
o security events
o others as deemed appropriate

1.4.1.1. Public Order
Public Order Incident Commander
Public Order Unit Commanders require specialized training. One must be an IC to be a
POU Commander though being a CIC is not a prerequisite. POU Commander training is
separate with a focus on very specialized skills.
A uniform member shall possess the following qualifications before performing Public
Order Incident Commander duties:
•
•
•
•
•

hold a minimum rank of Staff Sergeant
maintain a current Ontario Police Fitness Award
maintain required mandatory annual maintenance training
designated as a Public Order Incident Commander by the Commander, Field
Support Bureau
attended and successfully completed the following courses:
o Emergency Response Team / Public Order Unit (POU) basic training
o the OPP Public Order Incident Command course
o OPP Incident Commander course
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The Public Order Incident Commander shall be responsible for all actions taken by the
Public Order Unit, including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

personnel
tactics
arrests, charges
authorizing the use of force options to engage a crowd, if warranted

A Public Order Incident Commander shall be:
•
•

prepared to be deployed nationally
responsible for attending OPP Public Order Incident Commander training

1.4.2. Directives
The Major/Critical Incident Command Standard Operation Procedure Manual at
APPENDIX C 6) provides the strategic and operational direction for the program.
1.4.3. Training
Incident Command Course
The purpose of this course is to provide officers with the required skills and knowledge
to fulfill the role of Incident Commander at a major occurrence (with the exception of
barricaded person, hostage taking or other high-risk incidents).
Course candidates will develop the necessary capabilities to perform the diverse duties
required. Practical training exercise simulate the realities of an occurrence requiring an
Incident Commander, providing the course candidate with the opportunity to integrated
theoretical knowledge with actual skill application
Course candidates must be a minimum rank of Sergeant. Maximum candidates per
course is 16 students and the course duration is 10 days.
Critical Incident Command Course
The purpose of this course is to provide officers with he required skills and knowledge to
fulfill the role of Incident Commander at a major occurrence, including barricaded
person, hostage taking or other high-risk incidents.

6

OPP00004567: OPP - Major Incident Command Standard Operating Procedure Manual
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Course candidates must be a minimum rank of Staff Sergeant. Maximum candidates
per course is 10 students and the course duration is 20 days.
Public Order Unit Commander Course
The purpose of the course is to provide students with the skills and knowledge to be
able to function in the roll of Public Order Unit Commander at all public order incidents.
Through the use of case studies and selected guest speakers, students will learn to
draw on prior public order incidents to guide them in their decision-making. In addition,
students will participate in practical scenarios, providing them with the opportunity to
practice making appropriate decision when faced with public order situations.
It is recommended that students have public order training (Emergency Response
Team, phase 6 or equivalent), have Incident Command Training, have completed
provincial Incident Management System training, and are assigned members in a public
order unit.
Course candidates must be a minimum rank of Sergeant. The maximum class size is
16 students, and the course duration is one week.
Major Incident Command – Major Critical Incident Commanders
The OPP Major Critical Incident Commanders provide expertise in managing and
resolving occupations, protests and high-risk incidents including multi-jurisdictional
events and those occurring on First Nation territories and/or involving Indigenous
community member(s). Every Major Critical Incident Commander is a qualified Critical
Incident Commander and Public Order Unit Commander who has demonstrated an
understanding of the unique challenges associated with these incidents.
1.5. Provincial Liaison Team Role
The Provincial Liaison Team (PLT) and the Framework for Police Preparedness for
Indigenous Critical Incidents were both formed in response to the Ipperwash Inquiry
Recommendations. The Ipperwash Inquiry was a public inquiry that examined the
events surrounding the death of Dudley George who was fatally shot by an OPP officer
at an Indigenous Critical Incident at the Ipperwash Provincial Park in September of
1995. The Ipperwash Recommendations relating to police services relate to concepts
such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Developing communication strategies
No political influence from any level of government
Seeking the assistance of First Nation mediators
Building trusting relationships with stakeholders
Provide verified information to the media in news release
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1.5.1. A Framework for Police Preparedness for Indigenous Critical Incidents
The Framework for Police Preparedness for Indigenous Critical Incidents (the
Framework) provides a guideline for police response to conflict and is applicable to both
Indigenous and non-Indigenous issue-related conflict and is set out at APPENDIX D 7.
There are hundreds of OPP policies that cover all areas of policing. Nineteen of those
policies are considered critical policies. The Framework is one of those critical policies.
It is critical to public safety. The Framework is recognized as a best practice for police
response to an Indigenous Critical Incident (ICI).
The Framework outlines a flexible response to each stage of the conflict cycle; pre,
during and post. Its focus on negotiation and mediation applies to police-related matters
during a conflict.
Critical incidents are often avoidable. The benefits of the Framework are maximized if
utilized before an issue becomes a critical incident. Identifying, establishing and
maintaining open and transparent lines of communication with all stakeholders are vital
to maximize public safety.
It is the role of the OPP and its employees to make every effort prior to a critical incident
to understand the issues and to protect the rights of all involved parties throughout the
cycle of conflict. The policing objective is to preserve the peace, prevent offences and
enforce the law in a manner that respects the rights of all involved parties.
The purpose of the Framework is to:
•
•

•

promote an operationally sound, informed and flexible approach to resolving
conflict and managing crises in a consistent manner
offer a framework that demonstrates accommodation and mutual respect of
differences, positions and interests of involved Indigenous and non-Indigenous
communities and the OPP
promote and develop strategies that minimize the use of force to the fullest
extent possible

The OPP recognizes and respects the fundamental freedoms of opinion, expression
and peaceful assembly enshrined in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. A
safe and secure environment for all participants and communities exercising these
constitutionally protected rights is always a significant consideration in responding to
situations.

7

OPP00004566: A Framework for Police Preparedness for Indigenous Critical Incidents
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OPP members have a statutory and common law duty to preserve the peace (PSA s.
42(1)(a)). The principles of peacekeeping are aimed at minimizing violence, keeping
and restoring public order, maintaining neutrality, facilitating rights and establishing
trusting relationships. This is consistent with the purpose of the Framework and its
methodology.
The OPP investigates and takes appropriate action with respect to civil disobedience
and other unlawful acts. The OPP uses discretion and a carefully measured approach,
employing only the level of force necessary to:
•
•
•
•
•

ensure the safety of all citizens
enforce the law
enforce court orders/warrants
maintain/restore peace
to provide order and security

The Provincial Liaison Team has a significant role to play with respect to the above.
PLT is responsible for:
•

•
•

providing specialized support and assistance to establish and maintain open and
transparent lines of communication with all stakeholders who may be affected,
directly or indirectly by a critical incident or an Indigenous Critical Incident
providing specialized support to build relationships of trust, mutual understanding
and respect between police and all stakeholders
undertaking its responsibilities in keeping with the procedures and best practices
documented in the Provincial Liaison Team Standard Operating Procedures

1.5.2. Application of the Framework
Conflicts cycle through recognized incident stages: pre-critical incident, critical incident
and post-critical incident. The Framework provides an overview of signs, behaviours
and cues that may be present at each stage and suggests resolution techniques to
avoid, de-escalate or appropriately manage the situation. It is strongly recommended
that the Framework be applied early in the pre-critical stage and continue throughout
the post-critical stage. See APPENDIX D.
The mandate of the Provincial Liaison Team (PLT) program is to establish and maintain
open and transparent lines of communication with all stakeholders who may be
affected, directly or indirectly, by major events or critical incidents. The PLT members
work to build relationships of trust, mutual understanding and respect between police
and members of the public.
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•

•
•

•

PLT members are specially trained and experienced officers who provide
proactive communication and informed liaison between police and involved
parties as part of police response to major events or critical incidents
PLT members are familiar with relevant issues in their regions and work towards
building relationships of trust, mutual understanding and respect
PLT members develop and maintain existing relationships with key parties,
particularly Indigenous leaders and their communities, and other involved
stakeholders and activist groups
PLT works with all involved parties in attempt to facilitate a safe and lawful
environment for free speech and peaceful assembly

PART B – THE FREEDOM CONVOY: THE OPP ROLE IN THE POLICE RESPONSE
TO BLOCKADES AND DISRUPTIONS
1. Early Freedom Convoy Information – OPP Intelligence
OPP Intelligence – Early Reporting and Wide Dissemination of Information on the
“Freedom Convoy” to Policing and Public Safety Partners
The OPP’s Provincial Operations Intelligence Bureau (“POIB”) first reported on the
Freedom Convoy in its January 13, 2022 report to its intelligence partners in the Ontario
and federal policing and public safety community, who were part of “Project Hendon”. 8
During the weeks leading up and then during to the intensification of convoy activities
and the blockades in Ottawa, Windsor and elsewhere in the province, Project Hendon
reports and then regular teleconferences were a critical and essential source of
information and intelligence to police services in Ontario.
Project Hendon: Background and an Expansion of Scope to Address Movements
Opposing COVID-19 Public Health Measures
The OPP’s POIB leads Project Hendon, which was created in around February of 2020
as an OPP joint intelligence operation to communicate with partners and stakeholders,
collect information relevant to criminal activity or illegal activity that may present a threat
to public safety, produce intelligence, and to disseminate intelligence products to
identified stakeholders. The initiative originated in response to POIB’s observations of
indicators of an increase in dissent and protest resulting in criminal activity at public
order events. These public order threats were significantly impacting public safety,
critical infrastructure and economic security. At the height of organizing, experiences
included Wet’suwet’en solidarity events in Ontario, the protracted Tyendinaga rail
8

“Hendon” is a randomly generated project name.
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blockade, the Six Nations and Caledonia blockades, and a number of rail sabotage
incidents. POIB responded to these events by organizing and hosting teleconferences
with intelligence members from partner agencies and affected stakeholders, as well
producing daily strategic intelligence reports. Given the longevity and impact of these
events - targeting rail lines, highways, rolling blockades, and the included use of heavy
equipment to threaten pipelines – POIB formalized information sharing and
collaboration with its intelligence partners with the creation of Project Hendon.
With the COVID-19 pandemic, and the corresponding public health restrictions imposed
by governments at all levels beginning in March of 2020, POIB observed that the public
threat environment changed with an increase in dissent and protest activity regarding
government public health measures. Project Hendon pivoted to address that change
and to continue to fulfil its mandate to provide situational awareness of ideologically
driven social protest and public order events. Throughout the spring of 2021, POIB
identified indicators of extremist elements within the anti-lockdown, anti-mask, and antigovernment movement. 9
By April of 2021, POIB observed activity of the “Patriot Movement” and broad-based
anti-government sentiment and so it became a focus of Project Hendon. At that stage,
minimal criminal activity was reported by POIB, and into the autumn of 2021, POIB
reported that the dissent persisted, with escalation in rhetoric, though still there were no
specific threats to public safety identified and very low criminality reported. This activity,
and the associated trends and possibilities, were covered in the Hendon reporting to all
stakeholders. By August of 2021, the collection plan for the project was adjusted and
expanded to reflect the evolution of the project’s focus.
By January 2022, the Freedom Convoy 2022 had crystallized as a development that
may have impact nationally – and particularly in Ottawa. Beginning January 13th,
Freedom Convoy reporting was disseminated to all partners – as a focus for further
collection to assist in a more precise intelligence assessment of this development.
Reports outlined available information on the size of the convoy headed towards
Ottawa, the demands and objectives of the convoy participants and included
intelligence assessments that the theoretical demands of some of the protestors were
not achievable, and that there was no indication of the exit plan.
Project Hendon Report Distribution - Hendon partners and Ontario Police Chiefs
From the beginning of Project Hendon, reports and other intelligence products were
distributed to partner agencies including the Vancouver Police Service, le Service de
OPP00003442: 2021-08-26_OPP PROJECT HENDON Intelligence Collection Plan_HCEU
OPP00001783: 21 March 2022 – Provincial Operational Intelligence Bureau Timeline for Ottawa Occupation and
Border Disruptions
9
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police de la Ville de Montréal (SPVM), Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
representatives, the major municipal police services in Ontario, the Ontario Provincial
Security Advisor, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) and the Department
of National Defence Intelligence. RCMP representation from the outset included
members of INSET (Integrated National Security Enforcement Team), FPNS (Federal
Policing and National Security teams), and Criminal Operations O Division (Ontario).
Critical infrastructure stakeholders on the distribution list included CN Police Service
and CP Police Service. Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) representatives
were later added to the Hendon distribution list.
To ensure that police leaders were directly receiving information, the OPP
Commissioner requested that distribution of Project Hendon reports be expanded to
include the Chiefs of Police at the major Ontario police services. As of January 21,
2021, a full year in advance of the Freedom Convoy, Hendon reports were also
distributed directly to Chiefs of Police, including the Chiefs at the Toronto Police
Service, the Ottawa Police Service, and the Windsor Police Service. 10
Teleconferences and Reports
On January 13th, 2022 POIB first reported on the Freedom Convoy in a Hendon
report. 11
The January 13th report stated that ”[i]ndividuals within the Patriot Movement have
undertaken to organize through closed communication channels and in-person
networking toward large scale protest actions. … Information shared through social
media networks indicates some of the participants of this action may be mobilizing from
across the country to arrive in Ottawa for a mass anti-government protest calling for an
end to all COVID-19 mandates.”12 In addition, the report noted that ”[t]he information
coming out through social media pertaining to a nationwide campaign of ’truckers’ to
stage a work-stoppage, highway slow-down and convoy to Ottawa appears to have
benefited from semi-clandestine organizing that had been underway for some time.”13
The next Hendon report a week later, on January 20, 2022, specifically noted that the
Freedom Convoy had the potential to raise significant public safety concerns –
particularly in Ottawa. The report states that “other individuals appear to be advocating
aggressive tactics, including potentially blocking Parliament once they reach Ottawa or
“locking down” government buildings by parking their trucks outside provincial

OPP00004563: OPP - POIB - Project HENDON - PROTECTED B_ Strategic Intelligence Overview for January 21
2021
11
OPP00001600: 2022-01-13 - POIB - PROJECT HENDON 008-2022 - STRATEGIC OVERVIEW_FINAL
12
OPP0001600 at page 1: 2022-01-13 - POIB - PROJECT HENDON 008-2022 - STRATEGIC OVERVIEW_FINAL
13
OPP00001600 at page 5: 2022-01-13 - POIB - PROJECT HENDON 008-2022 - STRATEGIC OVERVIEW_FINAL
10
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government buildings for extended periods of time.”14 In addition, the report noted that
there ”did not yet appear to be an exit strategy for departing Ottawa, and that the
convoy organizers’ intent appeared to be to remain in Ottawa until all COVID-19-related
mandates and restrictions are lifted.“ 15
On 21 January 2022, POIB determined that the significance of the Freedom Convoy
warranted a Hendon teleconference with all partners, to raise awareness and stimulate
more collection and better intelligence production. By this time, the Hendon distribution
list for intelligence products and teleconference invites exceeded 200 members. 16
From the first report on January 13, 2022, continuing until February 20, 2022, POIB
provided 29 Strategic Intelligence Reports to its partner agencies regarding the
Freedom Convoy and blockades. Teleconferences about the convoy were hosted
starting January 21, 2022, and then daily starting January 24, 2022. 17
On January 26, 2022, two Officer Safety Bulletins were also disseminated. 18 One stated
that “organizers have stated an intent to remain at Parliament Hill until the Federal
government concedes to repeal all COVID-19 public health restrictions and mandates.
Organizers have indicated they are planning to stage disruptions that may gridlock
areas around Parliament buildings and parts of Ottawa. There is no expressed
departure date for when the participants will disperse or the action will end.”19
POIB also disseminated a number of other reports, including three Situation Reports that
included “Tactical Considerations”. Two Intelligence Reports that had tactical information
and reported on the leadership of the organization were created on January 21, 2022 and
January 22, 2022. These were disseminated internally and to the OPS on January 24,
2022 20and another report on operational security concerns was conveyed to the OPS on
February 9, 2022. 21
•

Three Operational Intelligence Reports focused on eight (8) locations and specific
individuals. 22

OPP00001028 at page 2: 2022-01-20 - POIB - PROJECT HENDON - PROTEST C
OPP00001024 at page 3: 2022-01-20 - POIB - PROJECT HENDON - PROTEST C
16
OPP00004571: List of Hendon Teleconferences and reports for Freedom Convoy 2022
17
OPP00004571: List of Hendon Teleconferences and reports for Freedom Convoy 2022
18
OPP00001612: 2022-01-27 - POIB - SA BULLETIN - Freedom Convoy 2022_PRO A
OPP00001644: 2022-01-26 - POIB - E22084931 - OFFICER SAFETY BULLETIN - Weapons
19
OPP00001644 at page 1: 2022-01-26 - POIB - E22084931 - OFFICER SAFETY BULLETIN - Weapons
20
OPP00001666: Protected B.
OPP00001667: Protected B.
21
OPP00003729: 2022-FEB-09_Operational Intelligence Assessment
22
OPP00003562: 2022-FEB-17_Operational Intelligence Assessment - Operation BearHug2.0
OPP00003729: 2022-FEB-09_Operational Intelligence Assesment
OPP00001819: 2022-FEB-14_Operational Intelligence Assessment - Operation BearHug2.0
OPP00002179: 2022-FEB-11_Operational Intelligence Assessment - Operation BearHug2.0
14
15
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•
•

Two Frontline Bulletins – one general for officer safety and awareness and one
specific to an individual – disseminated to all partners on January 26, 2022. 23
Numerous Person of Interest (POI) profiles of individuals, groups, etc, which
were distributed to the National Capital Region Command Centre -Combined
Intelligence Group 24

A list of Project Hendon reports and POI Profiles disseminated throughout the Freedom
Convoy is at APPENDIX E and see also OPP00004571: List of Hendon
Teleconferences and reports for Freedom Convoy 2022.
Distribution lists for Project Hendon reports are found in OPP00004577.
Intelligence Bureau Presentations to Police Chiefs and Senior Officers
The Director of POIB provided frequent updates directly to senior police leaders, at
critical dates throughout the Freedom Convoy actions and blockades, through regular
intelligence briefings to entities that included key police leaders and decision-makers:
•
•
•

Ontario Chiefs of Police – February 7th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 16th, 18th
Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police (OACP) Operational Planning Committee
– February 7th, 10th, 11th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 22nd, 23rd
The Integrated Planning Cell in Ottawa – 17 February 2022 25

2. OPP Provincial Liaison Team – Provincial Engagement and Key Events
Inspector Marcel Beaudin is responsible for the oversight of four program areas, namely
the Provincial Liaison Team, Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls
(MMIWG) Team, Ontario First Nations Policing Agreement (OFNPA), and the
Indigenous Awareness Training Unit (IAT). Staff Sergeant Giselle Walker’s core
function is direct oversight of the PLT as the Provincial Coordinator and both were in
those roles at all times relevant to the Freedom Convoy.
Members of the PLT first became aware of the potential for individuals to travel to
Ottawa for demonstrations in opposition to COVID-19 mandates on January 10, 2022.

OPP00001424: Potential of Violent Threats - COVID-19 Vaccine Children 5 to 11 yr old
OPP00001644: 2022-01-26 - POIB - E22084931 - OFFICER SAFETY BULLETIN - Weapons
24
At APPENDIX E
25
OPP00000766: Critical Meetings regarding The Freedom Convoy
23
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As set out below, PLT members remained engaged and provided proactive policing
throughout Ontario in response to the Freedom Convoy through to March 14, 2022
(when the last convoy exited Ontario). Related to the Freedom Convoy were 222 events
of varying scope and size that took place in OPP policing jurisdiction and many more in
this period of time that took place within areas policed by municipal police services.
Prior to each event within OPP jurisdiction, PLT members conducted outreach to known
event organizers and convoy leaders to learn more about the planned event(s) and to
provide messaging on safe, lawful, and peaceful demonstrations. They also reached out
to convoy leaders who were travelling from British Columbia and Eastern Canada for
the same purpose. When necessary, PLT warned Freedom Convoy leaders and
participants about behavior that could result in violations of provincial law such as the
Highway Traffic Act (HTA) or criminal charges.
PLT members ensured that all relevant OPP and municipal police stakeholders were
aware of the upcoming events in their respective jurisdictions, convoy locations and
number of participants.
During this time, members of POIB, as set out above, were actively monitoring for
intelligence on any new events. Relevant intelligence was passed along to the PLT
Provincial Coordinator and Program Analyst for further distribution to PLT regional
coordinators. The Program Analyst added further information if available to assist PLT
in discharging its duties.
Throughout all events, the PLT maintained daily communication and provided updates
to OPP Command updates on each unique event and situation.
PLT continued to attend events and engage with local organizers across the province
after everyone departed from the Ottawa.
2.1.

PLT - Ottawa Events

Specific key dates are provided in the chronology of events in Ottawa, below.
From the outset, PLT faced significant challenges in its deployment to Ottawa. PLT was
there to support OPS, the police service of jurisdiction. OPP members observed that
during the Freedom Convoy, there was a lack of understanding by OPS of the role of
OPS PLT and a lack of awareness of the effectiveness of the PLT model and
framework approach. That impacted the ability of PLT to successfully carry out its
duties in a manner consistent with typical OPP practice or policy. Those constraints
impacted the effectiveness of PLT in Ottawa.
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2.2. PLT and Toronto Demonstration – February 5, 2022
On February 5, 2022, convoys from across the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) departed
from their staging locations headed for Queens Park, where they held a one-day
demonstration. PLT had been in communication with some convoy leaders and
provided messaging before, during and after they arrived in Toronto Police Service
(TPS) jurisdiction. Once TPS engaged with the group, PLT departed. 26
2.3. PLT and Highway 402 and Ambassador Bridge Blockade
On February 7, 2022, access to the Windsor Ambassador Bridge was blocked by
demonstrators. PLT provided messaging to all attendees regarding safe, lawful, and
peaceful demonstrations, ensuring a lane was left open for emergency vehicles,
information on the injunction once enacted and repercussions should they continue to
block access. Public Order Units were deployed on February 13, 2022, and all
individuals were cleared by February 14, 2022. Before, during and after Public Order
Unit enforcement, PLT remained in the area to liaise with demonstrators and impacted
stakeholders and community stakeholders. After all demonstrators had departed, PLT
remained in the area for a several days to outreach to affected businesses and monitor
for any new demonstrations.
On February 9, 2022, a group staged on Highway 402 near Sarnia, blocking one lane of
traffic. OPP was required to block access entirely due to safety concerns. Through PLT
mediation, the road was reopened, and all vehicles had cleared by February 14, 2022.
PLT was able to use the enforcement action at the Ambassador Bridge as a deterrent to
continue blocking the 402.
3. Blockades and Operations – OPP Role
The OPP has a Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy and Standard Operation
Procedures 27 , attached at APPENDIX F, that:
•

•

26
27

acknowledges and respects the right to peaceful and lawful expressions of
dissent, where such a protest involves the blockade of a highway, that right must
be balanced against the right of all Ontarians to free and uninhibited passage
within the Province of Ontario
differentiates between circumstances of non-immediate or non-imminent threat to
public safety and security vs. immediate or imminent threat to public safety

OPP00001975 or OPP00000896
OPP00004569: OPP Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy
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•

allows for flexibility in responding to traffic blockades under a variety of
circumstances, and should be viewed as a guideline, which can be altered to
accommodate the situation. The key principle is to use the minimum police
intervention required to restore the situation to a peaceful state. This plan is
intended to support detachment operational plans when responding to highway
blockade events

“The Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy is based on previous police responses to
protests, including slow moving vehicles and blockades. It builds on previous
experiences and recognizes the need for flexibility in response. The operational
response should be thought in terms of an escalation in police response that is minimal
and proportional to any increase in resistance by the protestors. Events associated with
highway blockades shall be addressed at the lowest competent level in an effort to
effect a peaceful resolution adhering to the principles of a measured response. Officers
managing a highway protest must be flexible and astute to recognize when there is a
need for de-escalation in police response.
The use of the OPP Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy is to promote consistency in
OPP response to highway blockades, throughout the province.
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4. OPP Role in the Windsor – Ambassador Bridge Blockade
February 7, 2022
Protesters assembled and blocked the Windsor entrance to the Ambassador Bridge, an
international border crossing that spans the Detroit River between Windsor and Detroit,
Michigan. The bridge’s southern entrance is within the boundaries of the City of
Windsor, and as such, is in an area policed by the Windsor Police Service (WPS). As
there is no direct provincial highway connection to the bridge, once the Highway 401
ends outside of Windsor city limits, traffic moves through local roads within Windsor for
approximately 14 kilometres, before reaching the Canadian entrance to the bridge. The
WPS reached out requesting traffic management assistance from the OPP.
Given the OPP’s responsibility for provincial highways, the OPP had been dealing with
Freedom Convoy-related protests and blockades on provincial highways beginning in
January, 2022, and that included protest activity taking place in the OPP’s Western
Region. The OPP PLT had been engaged with the numerous “slow roll” protests that
had been taking place in Essex County. Due to traffic congestion along Highway 401 in
the Western Region, an OPP Critical Incident Commander (Inspector Paul Richardson)
and Incident Commander (Staff Sergeant Jamie Smith) were assigned. OPP Media
officers were engaged to ensure traffic and public safety. Waterloo Regional Police
Service and London Police Service Public Order Units were placed on standby 28
OPP PLT began assisting the Windsor Police Service (“WPS”) PLT with negotiation
efforts. Approximately four OPP PLT officers assist the WPS 29
February 8, 2022
The OPP planning was focussed on traffic management. One of the many “slow roll”
events that the OPP was dealing with in the region was on the 401 approaching
Windsor, then continuing onto Huron Church towards the Ambassador Bridge, and back
out towards the 401. Each detachment was responsible for any slowdown activity in
their area, and as Essex County OPP Detachment is responsible for the area
surrounding the city of Windsor, Essex County OPP was dealing with that event, and
was coordinating with the WPS. 30

OPP00000094: 08 Feb 2022 0800hrs Unvaccinated Trucker Protest Situational Report
OPP00000094: 08 Feb 2022 0800hrs Unvaccinated Trucker Protest Situational Report
30
OPP00000094: 08 Feb 2022 0800hrs Unvaccinated Trucker Protest Situational Report
28
29
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February 9, 2022
WPS requested provincial and federal assistance in responding to the event. An
Operational Plan was drafted by OPP Inspector Wendy Burrows. The plan included the
mission statement.
“The OPP and our policing partners will keep the peace, enforce, legislation establish
and maintain the safe flow of traffic and respecting individuals Charter Rights of
peaceful assembly, freedom of speech, and public and officer safety being
paramount”. 31
The following command structure was implemented: Superintendent Dana Earley was
the CIC making all operational decisions, with Superintendent Derek Needham as her
partner CIC on the overnight shift. Superintendent Earley reported directly to Chief
Superintendent Dwight Thib and Deputy Commissioner Harkins. WPS provided five
senior officers who served as Incident Commanders, reporting to Superintendent Earley
and Superintendent Needham for all incident related matters.
OPP General Headquarters began identifying vehicles, equipment, canvassed staff for
availability and also deployed eight OPP Emergency Response Team (“ERT”) members
from North-West Region in support of potential Windsor operations.
February 10
The OPP engaged with Deputy Minister Public Safety Canada as a stakeholder.
Opportunities for a peaceful resolution of the incident through potential government
engagement were explored.
February 10-12, 2022
Eighteen OPP frontline officers began to assist WPS. Future deployment of 131 OPP
officers was coordinated, with shifts beginning on February 11th. 32
OPP Command Staff determined that the operational priority was the Ambassador
Bridge. Frontline support consisted of 24/7 coverage. Specialty units including Public
Order Unit (“POU”), PLT Team and Aviation were also deployed.
WPS was identified as the sole police agency media contact.
Direction to all deployed officers from WPS, RCMP and OPP was provided daily, prior
to the beginning of each shift through joint briefings to ensure consistency. Content

31
32

OPP00004557: Ambassador Bridge Operations Plan
OPP00004558 at page 25: FastFacts
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Service (“WRPS”), and also the Hamilton Police Service (“HPS”) and the London Police
Service (“LPS”). 35
February 13, 2022
Ambassador Bridge obstructions were removed through police operations. Both United
States and Canadian bound lanes remained closed. The area cleared of protesters was
secured through the use of barriers, that included vehicles and cement barriers. 36
A total of 46 arrests were made, 37 vehicles were towed, and 90 charges were laid by
the WPS. No injuries and no property damage were reported. 37
February 14, 2022
The Ambassador Bridge was fully reopened. 38 Police resources remained deployed
and, in the area, to prevent further obstructions of the roadway. OPP resources were
gradually reduced after the re-opening of Huron-Church Road, leading to the
Ambassador Bridge. On February 28th, all OPP resources were clear of the WPS
staging location and the OPP’s assistance to the WPS came to an end, and WPS
assumed full responsibility to lead and provide all officer resources.
In total, the OPP deployed 410 members to assist Windsor Police Service. The
minimum number of members deployed in a 24-hour period was 38 and the maximum
was 263.

OPP00001555: 12 Feb 2022 1800hrs Unvaccinated Trucker Protest Situational Report
OPP00004558 at page 41: FastFacts
37
OPP00004559 at page 12: Media Legal Letter
OPP00004558 at page 39: FastFacts
https://windsorstar.com/news/local-news/bridge-protest-arrests-swell-to-46-90-charges-laid
38
OPP00002406: 15 Feb 2022 0800hrs Unvaccinated Trucker Protest Situational Report
35
36
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5. OPP Role in the Police Response to the Ottawa Blockade
January 10, 2022
PLT notified of a possible commercial motor vehicle convoy to Ontario to protest
COVID-19 mandates
January 12, 2022
PLT commenced outreach to coordinators of the Freedom Convoy and other police
agencies
January 13, 2022
POIB began to gather intelligence information on Freedom Convoy through Project
Hendon and communicating that information to partner agencies 39
January 13-25, 2022
PLT maintained communication with Freedom Convoy participants as they travelled
towards Ontario
January 22, 2022
OPP developed communication plan 40
January 24, 2022
OPP finalized its Operational Plan with the following mission statement:
“The OPP will keep the peace, enforce legislation while maintaining the safe flow of
traffic and respecting individuals Charter Rights to peaceful assembly and freedom of
speech. Public safety and Officer safety is paramount”. 41
Further to that Operational Plan, OPP units were not assigned to escort the convoy;
instead, they were strategically deployed to provide a rapid response along their
planned route. Cruisers were positioned at the rear of the convoy with active lights to
ensure faster moving vehicles approaching were aware of the slower moving convoy
ahead. Other units were stationed in advance of the convoy should ramp or highway
closures be necessitated.

OPP00001600: 2022-01-13 - POIB - PROJECT HENDON 008-2022 - STRATEGIC OVERVIEW_FINAL
OPP00000207: 2022-02-16 COMM PLAN VERSION-final
41
OPP00004364: Freedom Convoy DRAFT 4_1
39
40
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January 24, 2022
OPP East Region – EOC was activated to assist with operational planning focused on
traffic management, public order and any subsequent enforcement to be undertaken.
An OPP Critical Incident Commander, Inspector Dawn Ferguson, was deployed to the
National Capital Region Coordination Centre (NCRCC) to assist with coordinating the
deployment of integrated police resources with Ottawa Police Service and other policing
partners. MTO was also at the NCRCC, which facilitated the ability of different agencies
to work together, for example, to close ramps to and from highways. Inspector Ferguson
also provided information to the OPP MCIC and Strategic Commander
Superintendent Craig Abrams was assigned as the Strategic Commander to assist the
OPS in responding to incidents and events in and around Ottawa arising from the
Freedom Convoy . In that capacity, Superintendent Abrams was responsible to act as a
liaison between the OPP Critical Incident Commander and OPP senior leadership, as
well as other police services, in particular the OPS. Deputy Chief Bell was
Superintendent Abrams’ primary contact with the OPS.
January 25, 2022
Freedom Convoy entered Ontario. PLT ensured participants were aware of the laws
and expectations governing their conduct in Ontario as well as general road safety. In
the following days, groups of vehicles from other sites of origin, including but not limited
to Niagara, Windsor, Toronto and Quebec, moved towards Ottawa. OPP members
ensured public safety by successfully following the OPP’s Highway Blockade Strategy
and established Operational Plans due to the risk of “slow-rolls” creating dangerous
highway conditions. 42
OPP Commissioner Carrique spoke with OPS Chief Peter Sloly to make sure the OPS
had everything it needed to respond to the Freedom Convoy. Chief Sloly asked the
OPP to continue to provide intelligence but indicated that no further assistance was
needed.
January 27, 2022
Convoys from Windsor, Fort Erie, Vaughan, and Woodstock departed towards Ottawa these groups were in communication with PLT from before their departure until their
arrival in Ottawa.

42

OPP00000805: Potential of Violent Threats - COVID-19 Vaccine Children 5 to 11 yr old
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January 28, 2022
Freedom Convoy protesters began to arrive in Ottawa 43
PLT members provided Freedom Convoy leaders and participants with contact
information of the PLT for OPS. PLT remained in contact with Freedom Convoy leaders
and participants and remained engaged in matters concerning areas within OPP
jurisdiction, such as Freedom Convoy staging locations in Renfrew, Embrum and other
locations. PLT members remained engaged with OPS PLT to assist their efforts within
the City of Ottawa.
At the request of the Parliamentary Protective Service (PPS), coordinated by the
NCRCC and authorized by the OPP Field Support Bureau, 92 OPP Public Order Unit
members arrived in Ottawa to support the PPS 44
January 29, 2022
At the request of the NCRCC and authorized by the OPP Field Support Bureau, the
OPP Urban Search and Rescue / Chemical, Biological, Nuclear & Explosive Response
Team (UCRT) and an OPP aviation asset (C-GOXY) were deployed to Ottawa 45.
In support of OPS, East Region OPP commenced planning for a protracted event and
mobilized a logistics section to support operations (timeline).
OPP Incident Commander within the National Capital Region Coordination Centre
offered Ottawa Police Service the assistance of OPP Public Order Units and 18 frontline
officers if required. These resources were declined at the time.
January 30, 2022
50 East Region OPP officers were prepared for rapid deployment. Two requests for
frontline assistance were subsequently made by Ottawa Police Service. 10 officers
from the Ottawa OPP Detachment were immediately provided. Members were paired
with Ottawa Police Service traffic members to staff traffic points within the downtown
core. OPP members were issued Ottawa Police Service radios for dispatch. An
additional 29 members were provided to Ottawa Police Service to assist with traffic and
minor calls for service. 46

OPP00001847: 2022.02.13 RCMP Integrated Planning Cell - Mobilization Convoy for Freedom Ottawa OP v3
OPP00001847: 2022.02.13 RCMP Integrated Planning Cell - Mobilization Convoy for Freedom Ottawa OP v3
45
OPP00001215: Potential of Violent Threats - COVID-19 Vaccine Children 5 to 11 yr old
46
OPP00000817: Potential of Violent Threats - COVID-19 Vaccine Children 5 to 11 yr old
43
44
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January 31, 2022
OPS formally requested six PLT members to be embedded with OPS PLT.
Commissioner Carrique spoke with Chief Sloly. Thirty officers per day were assigned to
traffic control and 6 PLT members were to assist Ottawa Police Service’s – PLT.
February 2, 2022
Chief Sloly requested 60 frontline officers per day, as well as PLT, Public Order Unit
support and dispatchers. One OPP Inspector and one Staff Sergeant were assigned to
assist Ottawa Police Service in forming action plans. OPP East Region no longer
considered this protest to be a traffic event. As a result, the OPP East Region EOC was
stood down and an OPP Command Post was established within Ottawa. OPP frontline
members continued to assist with static traffic posts. Briefings were provided to OPP
officers prior to the commencement of each shift by the OPP, not OPS.The content of
the briefings included a mission statement, authorities and roles.
February 5, 2022
PLT successfully negotiated the clearing of Confederation Park.
February 6, 2022
OPS POU engaged in enforcement action at Coventry Road despite PLT’s progress in
reaching an agreement with organizers.
February 7, 2022
The Mayor of Ottawa requested 1800 police officers and civilians to provide
assistance. 47
February 8, 2022
The OPP started work on developing an Integrated Planning Cell (IPC) with the
assistance of the RCMP. OPP Chief Superintendent Carson Pardy was the OPP lead
on this project. As the police service of jurisdiction, the OPS remained the agency in
charge of the police response but had no initial involvement in the integrated planning
cell.
The purpose of the IPC was to bring together resources and expertise from different
police services to more effectively assist the OPS. Officers from OPP, the RCMP, York
Regional Police Service (YRP), Peel Regional Police Service (PRP), and Toronto Police
47

OPP00001575: Ltr to Prem Ford and Min Jones RE Enforcement Resources Request - Feb 7 2022
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Service (TPS) served on the IPC. The IPC brought a lot of expertise, flexibility in
decision-making and subject matter experts supporting an operational plan to end the
protests.
The OPP, working with other police services, created Public Order Unit hubs in order to
coordinate and manage effective deployment of public order units across Ontario.
February 12, 2022
An integrated command center was announced by Ottawa Police Service; formally
moving the OPP and the RCMP to planning partners, as opposed to supporting
agencies.
With the launch of the Integrated Command structure, more operational direction,
support and specific tasking was provided to PLT. 48
February 13, 2022
After obtaining agreement with the OPS, the OPP, OPS and RCMP approved a
Response Plan. 49 OPS provided a mission statement for its PLT and establishes its
Major Critical Incident Command.
February 14, 2022
Emergencies Act invoked.
February 15, 2022
Ottawa Police Service, OPP and RCMP planning sections were physically integrated at
the RCMP – National Operations Centre (NOC) with the goal of improving planning and
communications.
Following the reopening of the Ambassador Bridge, 400 additional OPP members were
rapidly deployed from across the province.
OPS Chief Peter Sloly resigned his position.
February 16, 2022
PLT members began issuing notices to protesters, forewarning them of upcoming police
action to remove them from the downtown core.

Prior to this, PLT was functioning only in a support capacity to OPS PLT. While working with the OPS, PLT often
lacked operational direction and little to no specific tasking was provided.
49
OPP00001847: 2022.02.13 RCMP Integrated Planning Cell - Mobilization Convoy for Freedom Ottawa OP v3
48
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Although the OPP was not the police service of jurisdiction in Ottawa, Windsor or
Toronto, the OPP provided consistent support to the OPS, WPS and TPS in the police
response to the Freedom Convoy’s disruptions and blockades in those cities. From the
day the Freedom Convoy entered Ontario, the OPP proactively engaged with police
services across Ontario providing intelligence, resources and expertise to assist the
police services of jurisdiction in response to the challenges associated with policing
simultaneously concurring multi-jurisdictional events of this magnitude. The OPP POIB
commenced reporting intelligence on the Freedom Convoy to its policing and public
safety partners on January 13, 2022. As the Freedom Convoy activity intensified across
the province, the POIB provided regular reports and then convened daily
teleconferences. In response to requests for assistance from Windsor and Ottawa, the
OPP ultimately assumed critical leadership roles, working in collaboration with its
municipal police service partners and the RCMP to plan operations, and then engage
and provide the necessary police resources to bring an end to the blockades and
disruptions.
Existing legal authorities provided police with a variety of measures to deal with the
illegal activity and public order events that presented throughout the period of the
Freedom Convoy actions and blockade. The Emergencies Act was not required to
formulate an effective police response to this situation. The additional measures that
became available to police following the Ontario government declaration of emergency
under the Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act and then the federal
government declaration of a public order emergency under the Emergencies Act
provided supplementary tools for police, to protect critical infrastructure, ensure the
continuous and safe delivery of essential goods and services, and also maintain and
restore public safety and security. The EMCPA in particular provided useful authorities
for the OPP.

October 6, 2022
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APPENDIX A
The Mobilization and Engagement Model and the Diagram 52

OPP00004574: Mobilization and Engagement Models
OPP00004573: Mobilization and Engagement Models Diagram

52
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APPENDIX B
Ontario Provincial Police Orders Chapter 5: Major Incident Command 53
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APPENDIX C
Ontario Provincial Police Major Incident Command Standard Operating Procedure Manual 54
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APPENDIX D
A Framework for Police Preparedness for Indigenous Critical Incidents 55
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OPP00001605

January 23rd,
2022

OPP00001606

OPP00001607

January 24th,
2022

OPP00001608

OPP00001609

January 25th,
2022

OPP00001610

January 26th,
2022

OPP00001611

January 27th,
2022

OPP00000815

January 28th,
2022

OPP00001614

January 29th,
2022

OPP00001615

January 30th,
2022

OPP00001616

January 31st,
2022

Potential of Violent Threats – COVID-19
Vaccine Children 5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-23 AM – HENDON SITREP 0182022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-23 PM – HENDON SITREP 0192022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-24 AM – HENDON SITREP 0202022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-24 PM – HENDON SITREP 0212022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-25 – HENDON SITREP 022-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-26 – HENDON SITREP 023-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-27 – HENDON SITREP 025-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
REVISED – 2022-01-28 – HENDON SITREP
026-2022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 /
Potential of Violent Threats – COVID-19
Vaccine Children 5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-29 – HENDON SITREP 027-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022_Shared /
Potential of Violent Threats – COVID-19
Vaccine Children 5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-30 – HENDON SITREP 028-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-31 – HENDON SITREP 029-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
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OPP00001617

February 1st,
2022

OPP00001618

February 2nd,
2022

OPP00001619

February 3rd,
2022

OPP00001620

February 4th,
2022

OPP00001621

February 5th,
2022

OPP00001622

February 6th,
2022

OPP00001623

February 7th,
2022

OPP00001624

February 8th,
2022

OPP00001625

February 9th,
2022

OPP00001626

February 10th,
2022
February 11th,
2022
February 12th,
2022
February 13th,
2022
February 14th,
2022

OPP00001627
OPP00001628
OPP00001629
OPP00001630

2022-02-01 – HENDON SITREP 030-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-02 – HENDON SITREP 031-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-03 – HENDON SITREP 032-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022_FINAL / Potential
of Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine
Children 5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-04 – HENDON SITREP 033-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-05 – HENDON SITREP 034-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-06 – HENDON SITREP 035-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-07 – HENDON SITREP 036-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-08 – HENDON SITREP 037-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-09 – HENDON SITREP 038-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022_FINAL / Potential
of Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine
Children 5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-10 – POIB – HENDON SITREP 0392022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022_Final
2022-02-11 – POIB – HENDON SITREP 0402022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022
2022-02-12 – POIB – HENDON SITREP 0412022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022
2022-02-13 – POIB – HENDON SITREP 0422022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022
2022-02-14 – POIB – HENDON SITREP 0432022 FREEDOM CONVOY
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OPP00001631
OPP00001632

OPP00001601
OPP00001633

February 15th,
2022
February 16th,
2022
February 17th,
2022,
February 18th,
2022

OPP00001634

February 19th,
2022

OPP00001635

February 20th,
2022

OPP00001636

February 21st,
2022

OPP00001637

February 22nd,
2022

OPP00001638

February 23rd,
2022
February 24th,
2022

OPP00001639

2022-02-15 – POIB – HENDON SITREP 0442022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022
2022-02-16 – HENDON SITREP 045-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022_FINAL / Potential
of Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine
Children 5 to 11 yr old
2022-01-17 – POIB – HENDON SITREP 0452022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022**
2022-02-18 – HENDON SITREP 047-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-19 – HENDON SITREP 048-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-20 – HENDON SITREP 049-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-21 – HENDON SITREP 050-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-22 – HENDON SITREP 051-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old
2022-02-23 – POIB – HENDON SITREP 0522022 FREEDOM CONVOY 2022_Redacted
2022-02-24 – HENDON SITREP 053-2022
FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 / Potential of
Violent Threats – COVID-19 Vaccine Children
5 to 11 yr old

Notes:
* A number of different reports have the same unified title “Potential of Violent Threats –
COVID-19 Vaccine Children 5 to 11 yr old” in the Party Database, as that was the name
of the originating document, and that document name was applied when the documents
were provided to the Party Database. Please refer to the relevant control number.
**The February 17th, 2022 SITREP has a typographical error in the date contained in
the title: “2022-01-17 – POIB – HENDON SITREP 045-2022 FREEDOM CONVOY
2022”.
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Control Number Party Primary Date/Time

Unified Title

OPP00000769

OPP

07/28/2022 19:40

OPP00000872
OPP00000972
OPP00000973

OPP
OPP
OPP

OPP00001020

OPP

OPP00001311

OPP

OPP00001312
OPP00001724
OPP00001021

OPP
OPP
OPP

07/26/2022 11:57

OPP00001022

OPP

01/30/2022 12:05

OPP00001351

OPP

01/30/2022 12:05

OPP00001413
OPP00003502

OPP
OPP

01/30/2022 12:05
07/21/2022 12:16

OPP00003505

OPP

07/25/2022 14:48

OPP00003510

OPP

01/30/2022 13:26

OPP00003512

OPP

07/27/2022 10:42

OPP00003516

OPP

07/25/2022 14:50

OPP00003519

OPP

07/27/2022 15:13

OPP00004408

OPP

02/01/2022 14:35 Person of Interest -
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OPP00004409
OPP00003485
OPP00003486
OPP00003487
OPP00003488
OPP00003489
OPP00003490
OPP00003491
OPP00003492
OPP00003493
OPP00003494
OPP00003495
OPP00003496
OPP00003497
OPP00003498
OPP00003499
OPP00003500
OPP00003501
OPP00003503

OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP

02/01/2022 14:35
07/21/2022 12:13
07/21/2022 12:13
07/21/2022 12:13
07/21/2022 12:13
07/21/2022 12:05
07/21/2022 12:14
07/21/2022 12:06
07/21/2022 12:14
07/21/2022 12:14
07/21/2022 12:06
07/21/2022 12:14
07/21/2022 12:14
07/21/2022 12:15
07/21/2022 12:15
07/21/2022 12:15
07/21/2022 12:15
07/21/2022 12:15
07/21/2022 12:16

OPP00003506

OPP

07/25/2022 14:48

OPP00003507

OPP

07/25/2022 14:49

OPP00003508

OPP

07/25/2022 14:49

OPP00003509

OPP

07/25/2022 14:50

OPP00003511

OPP

07/27/2022 10:43

OPP00003513

OPP

02/10/2022 8:59

OPP00003514

OPP

07/25/2022 14:53

OPP00003515

OPP

07/25/2022 14:50

OPP00003517

OPP

07/25/2022 14:51

OPP00003518

OPP

07/27/2022 15:13

OPP00003520

OPP

07/25/2022 14:52

OPP00003521

OPP

02/10/2022 9:19

OPP00003522

OPP

07/25/2022 14:52
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OPP00003523

OPP

07/27/2022 15:1

OPP00003524

OPP

07/27/2022 10:4

OPP00003525

OPP

02/10/2022 9:0

OPP00003526

OPP

07/25/2022 14:5

OPP00003527

OPP

07/25/2022 14:5

OPP00003528
OPP00003529
OPP00003535
OPP00003536
OPP00003537
OPP00003538
OPP00003539
OPP00003540
OPP00003541
OPP00003542
OPP00003543
OPP00003544
OPP00003545
OPP00003546
OPP00003547
OPP00003548
OPP00003549
OPP00003550
OPP00003551
OPP00003552
OPP00003553
OPP00003554
OPP00003555
OPP00003556
OPP00003557
OPP00003558
OPP00003559
OPP00003560
OPP00003572
OPP00003574
OPP00003575

OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP
OPP

02/10/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:0
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:0
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/27/2022 15:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:0
07/21/2022 12:0
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:1
07/21/2022 12:0
07/21/2022 12:2
07/21/2022 12:2
07/21/2022 12:2
07/21/2022 12:2
07/21/2022 12:2
07/21/2022 12:0
07/21/2022 12:0
07/21/2022 12:2
07/21/2022 12:0
07/21/2022 12:0
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OPP00004396

OPP

01/31/2022 12:37 OPS Person of Interest
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APPENDIX F
OPP Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy 56

56

OPP00004569
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Ontario Provincial Police
Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy
Standing Operating Procedure (SOP)
PREFACE
While the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) acknowledges and respects the right to
peaceful and lawful expressions of dissent, where such a protest involves the blockade
of a highway, that right must be balanced against the right of all Ontarians to free and
uninhibited passage within the Province of Ontario.
The blockading of a highway may have a variety of impacts, depending on a number of
factors, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The time of day,
The time of year (i.e. long weekends etc.),
The normal speed of traffic along the roadway,
The volume of traffic along the roadway,
The presence of any visual distractions to motorists,
The resulting impact of traffic congestion to contiguous highways,
secondary routes, or infrastructure (Is the backup impacting residential
areas, school zones, major intersections, border crossings, etc.),
Load and travel restrictions on alternative routes,
Alternative route availability (are there easily accessible alternative
routes),
Access and egress routes,
Roadway conditions,
Weather conditions (i.e.: extreme heat or cold),
Lighting conditions,
The anticipated duration of the blockade,
The presence, mood, and tolerance of non-participants,
Significance of the roadway to support economic trade and viability
Access to the roadway by emergency response and maintenance
vehicles, including but not limited to: Police, Fire, EMS, Public works, and
Ministry of Transportation, and/or
The importance of the highway to support/maintain infrastructure (is the
highway critical for accessing or maintaining other key infrastructure, such
as hydro transformers, bridges, etc.),

All of these factors must be considered when determining the most appropriate
response to a highway blockade.
Provincial Blockade Strategy
June 2014
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Ontario Provincial Police
Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy
Standing Operating Procedure (SOP)
Any OPP response to a highway blockade involving Aboriginal Critical Incidents
shall be conducted in accordance with the Framework for Police Preparedness
for Aboriginal Critical Incidents.
Authority to remove a highway blockade:
Where there is an immediate or imminent threat to public safety and security
Where the blockade poses an immediate or imminent threat to public safety and
security, and there is no means or time to mitigate that threat, the Incident Commander
may authorize the removal of the blockade through the safest and most expedient
means available.
Where there is no imminent threat to public safety and security
Where the blockade poses no immediate or imminent threat to public safety and
security, however, is causing substantial impacts to non-participants, the Incident
Commander should liaise with the participants, through the Provincial Liaison Team
(PLT), and commence a process of mediation, coupled with a measured response.
PLT should be engaged as soon as possible, and attempt to minimize the impacts of
the blockade on non-participants.
The decision to remove a highway blockade that does not pose an immediate or
imminent threat to public safety and security however is creating a substantial disruption
to non-participants and/or has the potential to impact public safety and security shall be
made by the Deputy of Field Operations, or the Deputy of Traffic Safety and Operational
Support (if the situation impacts the Highway Safety Division).
Where authorization to remove a highway blockade exists, the Incident Commander
shall develop an operational plan in consultation with the local Detachment taking into
consideration the safety and security of all persons involved, including participants, nonparticipants and all emergency service providers.

Police Operational Response
Response Principles:
Police response in this situation is designed in accordance with the following principles:
•

The need to mitigate the situation through a conciliatory, resolution based
approach is recognized;

Provincial Blockade Strategy
June 2014
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Ontario Provincial Police
Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy
Standing Operating Procedure (SOP)
•

The development and maintenance of appropriate communications with
involved group or organization through the use of PLT;

•

Continuous communication/liaison with involved participants and motoring
public, while recognizing a need for a measured police response;

•

Paramount is the necessity to protect life and property, and the
maintenance of order on the highway. To that end, where justified, and no
other alternatives are present, the use of criminal and/or other statute law
to effect orderly traffic flow; and

•

Should the use of force be required, a measured response will be utilized.

Operational Response
The PHBS is based on previous police responses to protests, including slow moving
vehicles and blockades. It builds on previous experiences and recognizes the need for
flexibility in response. The operational response should be thought in terms of an
escalation in police response that is minimal and proportional to any increase in
resistance by the protestors. Events associated with highway blockades shall be
addressed at the lowest competent level in an effort to affect a peaceful resolution
adhering to the principals of a measured response.
Officers managing a highway protest must be flexible and astute to recognize when
there is a need for de-escalation in police response.
In brief, the following are the steps, which will be taken in response to any
indication of organized traffic slowdowns or blockades:
o A supervisor from the respective detachment is dispatched;

o The attending Supervisor will make an assessment of the impact on
public safety, traffic order, and duration while considering emergency
vehicle routes, threat to public safety and available detours;
o The Emergency Detour Routes (EDR) will be reviewed and
implemented, if applicable;
o The
respective
Detachment
Commander
Communications Centre (PCC) will be notified;

and

Provincial

o Regional Duty Officer (RDO) is to be notified. (RDO will ensure
notifications are made to Regional Commander, Director of
Operations, Crime Manager, and Traffic Manager);
o A PLT officer shall be assigned to make contact with the protest group;
Provincial Blockade Strategy
June 2014
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Ontario Provincial Police
Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy
Standing Operating Procedure (SOP)
o Intelligence gathering shall commence locally and be coordinated
through the Provincial Operations Intelligence Bureau (POIB);
o The securing of evidence to support future prosecutions should be
considered;
o Corporate Communications will be engaged through the local media
officer to establish key messaging; and
o If the protest is believed to be a long-term blockade, or public safety is
a concern, consideration will be given to appropriate closures.

Concept of Operations
Blockade Intelligence:
This plan is based on past experience, which indicates blockades may take several
forms, namely:
•

Short/long term rolling blockades, limited to one area;

•

Short/long term rolling blockades, occurring simultaneously in several
different locations;

•

Short term full stoppage blockades occurring in one area;

•

Long-term full stoppage blockades occurring in several different locations;
and

•

A combination of any of the above.

Operations:
1) In the event of reported protest activity, via the media, or motorist call-ins,
the PCC supervisor will dispatch the closest patrol units (minimum of two
officers) to attend. If the report is confirmed as a protest, the PCC
supervisor will establish from the attending officer, the type of protest,
speed if applicable, and direction of travel, number of participants,
anticipated duration and impact on traffic order or public safety.
2) The PCC supervisor will then dispatch a patrol supervisor to the scene,
and notify the respective detachment commander and Duty Officer.
3) The on-scene patrol supervisor shall consider requesting the necessary
human resources to manage the situation depending on public safety and
/or impact on traffic. The closure of ramps, lanes, or establishing police
Provincial Blockade Strategy
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June 2014
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presence to the rear of a rolling blockade to prevent other motorists from
trying to drive through shall be considered.
4) The respective detachment commander will consult with Region to
determine an appropriate course of action, namely:
a) If the blockade is transient in nature, has ended of its own volition, or
as a result of police action, consideration should be given to the
securing of any evidence for future prosecution, or
b) If the blockade is a full, long-term traffic stoppage, or there are
simultaneous blockades, consideration should be given to partial,
rolling, or complete highway closure, dependent on an assessment of
the threat to public safety or potential impacts on traffic flow.
5) The on-scene PLT will liaise with the protest participants and leadership.
Through effective communication, the PLT officers, will work towards
minimizing the impacts of the protest.
6) Public and officer safety issues will be dealt with expeditiously to avoid
deterioration of the situation. If it is determined that the removal of the
blockade is necessary a measured response will be utilized.
7) In the event of the above, and in accordance with the approved
Operations Plan, the Incident Commander will ensure the following
resources are considered, as necessary (but not limited to):
•

Crime Unit,

•

Prisoner Transport,

•

Media Officer,

•

Scribe,

•

Emergency Response Teams,

•

EMS,

•

Logistics,

•

Forensic Identification Services,

•

Aviation Services,

•

Provincial Liaison Team, and/or

•

Ministry of Transportation Resources.

Other Resources to Consider for Response to Highway Blockade Events
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-

Framework for Police Preparedness for Aboriginal Critical Incidents,
Police Officer’s Guide to Public Demonstrations,
Provincial Communications Centre Standard Operating Procedure Manual,
Regional/Divisional (REOC/DEOC) Emergency Operation Centre Operational
Plans.

Conclusion
This Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy allows for flexibility in responding to traffic
blockades under a variety of circumstances, and should be viewed as a guideline, which
can be altered to accommodate the situation. The key principle is to use the minimum
police intervention required to restore the situation to a peaceful state. This plan is
intended to support detachment operational plans when responding to highway
blockade events.
The use of this Provincial Highway Blockade Strategy is to promote consistency in OPP
response to highway blockades, throughout the province.
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